
NOTES FROM THE OPEN FORUM
held 14th April 2021 via Zoom

The meeting started at 9.06 am
Sandy, as Chairman, welcomed all 17 attendees to the first online
Open Forum, and said that the AGM voting, which as last year,
took place via the website, was successfully completed and Mike
Vipond was voted onto the Council. All published proposals were
agreed unanimously. Sandy welcomed Mike formally to the
Council.
Steve explained the order the Forum would take, with Council
members giving a brief report on activities, and that attendees
would be invited to contribute at the end of these presentations.
Sandy, as Chairman, commented that the Coronavirus situation,
which existed for most of 2020, had caused a lot of disruptions to
the ICA programme. However, Zoom Council meetings had been a
great success, enabling Council members to meet virtually to
discuss  ICA matters on a more regular basis.
COVID restrictions had been a big consideration all year, but with
the situation hopefully now easing, rules will be clearer and more
defined, whilst still being strictly followed.
Sandy reported that Pat Price had resigned as Magazine Editor, and
Gordon Gambrell had volunteered to be the new Editor. The
magazine production has been streamlined, and is now
self-funding. It was considered that the magazine was still a
necessary part of the ICA, especially during this time when
members are not able to meet freely.
Regarding the membership and events: Getting new members is
still extremely difficult. This is a continuing problem, and one that
was addressed during Council meetings. We hope to become a
more visible presence on campsites to encourage more members to
be aware of  the ICA, and hopefully join us.



Continued:
Presence at Exhibitions has been considered, but due to the COVID
problems has not been possible to pursue. This may be considered
in the future.
Personal recommendation seems to be the most successful method
of recruiting new members, and the much improved website has
produced some success, though small is very  worthwhile.
We are producing a varied programme which now includes Meets
as an alternative to formal  rallies.
Members responded to a survey in 2020, which produced some
expected results, but also some surprises. Only approx. 25% of
responding members expressed an interest in World-wide tours, but
it was noted that the age of the membership may have had some
bearing on this result, and it could still be an attraction to new
members. It was also noted that get-together lunches were not
supported, which may also be because the older members, who
usually  join these occasions, were not now able to do so.
Sandy, as Programme Coordinator, reported that the Scottish
Odyssey has been cancelled for this year, but will appear on next
year’s programme in a revised, improved format.
Despite the current situation, the Spring Rally is well supported and
is still on in a revised, COVID-compliant form, and we look forward
to welcoming members back.
The South Downs Meet also is going ahead. The Ride and Stride
Rally is still on the programme, and should go ahead as planned.
Hidden London will hopefully take place, bearing in mind that it is
set in London, and therefore dependent on local conditions. This will
be followed by the Oxford Meet. Unfortunately the Carnival Rally
has been cancelled again.
Next year’s programme contains Scotland, and New Zealand so far.
Continued:
The New Zealand Rally, which attracted some new members from
Switzerland, is being actively planned. There are 9 U.K.members, 1
from the USA and 1 from New Zealand, 3 from Switzerland, all



booked and paid deposits so far. Due to ongoing negotiations, there
is now a strong possibility that Alan Rogers, who are attached to
the Caravan and Motorhome Club, will cooperate with the ICA on
future World-wide and European tours where there is a need to
plan a more complicated programme from a distance. Their tours
are often booked quickly, so there will be a real advantage to
having a bespoke tour organised for members.
Bob, as Membership Secretary, said that in 2019 member numbers
dropped to 296. The 2020  figure was 254, and in 2021 it is 234.
10 new family members have joined recently, comprising 2 Swiss
joining for the New Zealand Rally; 2 from New Zealand, who were
recommended by existing members; 4 UK, again recommended by
members, and 2 from Poland who joined via the website.
Jo, as Equipment Officer, listed the new equipment purchased this
year. There were 2 x 3 meter feather flags to advertise the Club on
club sites. Also purchased were a gazebo for groups of 6 socially
distanced meetings outside. These can also be used for Welcome
gatherings or displaying materials at Rallies/Meets, in bad weather.
We have also purchased some display easels for materials to
promote the ICA at campsites, as well as information on activities
or events.
Jo asked if anyone had suggestions for items that may be useful to
promote the Club, perhaps they will contact her with their
suggestions, either by email or phone.
Steve reported that the Website is performing extremely well, and
that Zoom has been a very useful tool for Council members to hold
meetings more often.



Continued:
No prior submitted questions had been received, and were now
invited from Forum attendees.
Richard Dymond asked if any age restrictions in regard to hiring
motorhomes were known. Sandy replied that he had recently been
advised that only the U.K. had age restrictions in place. There was
a possibility of an ICA Rally in the next year or so to Nova Scotia in
Canada, and there was no age restriction involved in hiring at this
time.
John Walker asked if the organisers of Meets should be asked to
provide basic information of the area, ie. walks, tourist attractions,
restaurants etc. He requested this be written into the handbook
rules and the Council will discuss this at the next meeting.
Shirley Westwood requested that members have promotion material
to hand to prospective members. Changing the bookmarks was
discussed, as it was agreed that the existing ones were rather
dated. John Barfoot suggested a recruitment drive, and an
advertisement in a magazine could be considered. It was noted
that the Website is now much more ‘user friendly’. It is now a simple
process for prospective members to join, a vast improvement on
the previous procedure involved. A softer approach to recruitment
has yielded better results lately, but any suggestions are worth
consideration.
Mike Vipond suggested that we consider some prominent
advertising, such as on hitch covers, water carriers etc. which would
stand out to other site users. Laminated table-mats that can also be
used as window displays were suggested by Helen MacFadyen.
Backpack covers were also suggested. Council members agreed to
pursue these suggestions in future  meetings.
John Walker suggested some additions to be included in the
magazine; ie. members could submit information on their favourite
sites or areas to visit. Letters to the editor had been popular in the
past, and could possibly be an ongoing feature.
Continued:
Perhaps this information could  be archived on the website.



Marina Harvey suggested that some Meets could be more informal,
and just be a note on the website of a member’s intention to visit an
area on certain dates, with an invitation for other members to join
them. Meets could therefore be spontaneous in nature, and more
spur of the moment. There was general agreement that Meets
could be as casual or relaxed as the  organiser chooses.
Richard Dymond suggested that members who live in a popular
area could pass on information to anyone who published their
intention to arrange a Meet there.
There being no further business the meeting was closed at
10.30am.


